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Urgyan Skaldan & Thinlay Gurmet
Tenzin Jamphel

A loud scream

of

‘KiKi-SoSoLargaylo’

A loud scream of ‘KiKi-SoSo-Largaylo’, was the only thing that was echoing
throughout this vast space as I was gradually struggling my way up towards
the pass. It was Skaldan’s excited voice, screaming his lungs out on reaching
the pass.
It was an auspicious cry. In Tibetan Buddhism, that is generally cried out as
loud as one can on any high mountain pass, praising the gods for victory
over evil, that is the reason you see a lot of prayer flags planted there as
well. The Pass was Ganda-La, which stands at an elevation of approximately
4,800 m above sea level, connecting the famous Markha valley, renowned

for trekkers in Ladakh.
It was a sudden plan which came about through a phone call made by
Skaldan in the wee hours of the morning and by the next day, it was decided
we were leaving for Ganda-la, along with our bikes. Actually, this was one
of the plans that had been in the making for a very long time. But, I had
not imagined it would be this abrupt. Anyway, there were five of us with our
humble hardtails ready to embark on a trip that had not been done before.
We had taken numerous trips in the past, mostly on road. Embarking
on long endurance rides for days. Something like this was unheard of. In

Ladakh’s history, never would a local take their bikes up this pass, or anyone
for that matter. Khardung la, though, is a different case, being the highest
motorable road in the world. Though there were many European riders who
have done it before us.
So, our love for this sport is a recent affair. I, along with Gyatso and Skaldan,
have opened a mountain bike travel company called Unexplored Ladakh, and
have done a lot of riding in the past, but never really explored the downhill
side of mountain biking until recently.

The first time we did something of this sort was from the famous hill called
Magnetic, during one of our weekly rides. It was a daunting sight at first.
I could feel my body shivering with fear when I got on top of the hill. After
gathering as much courage as I could, I decided to let go. A nasty crash was
something that I wasn’t really looking forward to, but soon realized it was
part and parcel of this.
So, this was the ride that changed everything for us.
Now, we weren’t as keen as we were about road cycling anymore. We came

to a point where we switched our camps from GCN to GMBN (YouTube
channels). Along with our YouTube playlist, there was also a dramatic
change in our company’s image and Philosophy as well.
We now focus more on Downhill single-tracks, trail rides, and even free-ride.
We have started and are still in the process of developing products that
revolve around such rides. Even our conversations are now centered mostly
on MTB and the beautiful bikes around the world. And most importantly, the
value of suspensions and the different parts of the bike and their importance
has become profoundly clearer to us.

So a trip to the pass was the first long ride we had taken after our world
had altered drastically. Our bikes, loaded up on a pickup truck, we were
headed towards the village of Zingchen (3,402mts), which lies at a distance
of 25 kms away from the town. From there, we started our ride towards
the village of Rumbak (3,843 m) mostly pushing it. The village is famous for
Snow Leopard spotting, especially in the winter.
By the time we reached the village, it was almost dusk and we had to spend
the night there. The next day, our trip would take us further up towards
the village of Yurutse (4,050 m) taking us around 2 hours to reach there.

The entire village has just a single household that can get cramped up with
trekkers. Luckily, we managed to get a room for ourselves.
After settling down and devouring our lunch as soon as we could, we
decided to continue with our journey towards the pass. The further we got,
the more difficult the path became, unfortunately allowing only three of us
to continue.
After huffing and puffing our way, we finally made it to the top. Taking a
much-needed rest, it was time to descend. I was nervous, but excited at the

same time.
The steepness of the trail was something that I still haven’t really got used
to. But, once I got on my bike, the confidence started to slowly pick up. It
was mainly the sharp switchbacks that proved challenging and also the
technical patches did not help. The trial overall was fun, fast and flowing all
the way to Yurutse, where we spent our night.
The next day, after our breakfast, it was time for us to head back through
the trail that I was particularly looking forward to, a straightforward trail
that leads all the way to the village of Zingchen. It can get a little gravel at

times with few Rock Gardens along the way. Other than that, it is a fun trail
to enjoy, especially after Rumbak Village. The ride came to end as soon as
our tires touched the tarmac at Zingchen village, luckily without any major
crashes.
After this trip, I became a more confident rider and technically better in
many ways.

This left me hungry for more of such rides in the future and hopefully
with more people. Especially with more locals involved, and by the looks
of the current scenario, that day won’t be that long.
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Anup Khatri & Dip Thapa
Umang Shrestha
Mesum Verma

Tejson
Kunwar

Tejson Kunwar is
from Lalitpur, Nepal, and
mountainbiking is part of his
life. He was born and raised in
a middle class family between five
elder sisters and his mom and dad.
As a child he was always interested in
doing new stuff, breaking toys and playing
with wheels. He’s 17 years old now and
obsessed with two wheels.
His dreams for mountainbiking
started when he was 15 years
old. His dad took him to a race
and he was amazed how
fast the riders went.

He made it clear to
himself that he would do
and be the same. He asked
his parents to buy him a bike
but they turned him down. He
really needed a bike, and finally after
numerous requests and lots of tears
rolling down his cheeks, he got a bike.
The bike was named ‘santosha’ and he got
it for US $120 , and he was so happy.
From that day he started watching
videos and learning skills such as
bunnyhops , manuals , endos
and many more... time came
and he wanted to race .
He did a junior race on

his bike and it was not
good enough. After all,
what could a steel frame
bike which weighed 18kg do
in a race, right? After the race
he asked his sisters to help him buy
a proper mountainbike and through
their help , he was able to get one. It was
a Commencal Ramones Cromo which he
got for US $500 approx . It was thirdhand bike . He started getting better
on a bike after he got the bike. He
wanted to race again . Then
he started collecting money
for race fees and bike
upgrades by selling bike

parts online . It was
frustrating at times
but he needed to get the
cash. He borrowed one of
his friends’ allmountain bike for
a downhill race and surprisingly
secured 3rd place in it. He was super
motivated after that . Since then he has
been working on developing his skills, and
his story has took a positive turn and is
continuing.
some hobbies that he has off
his bike are Photography and
Videography.

His wish is to be able
to race in international
races and hopefully secure
podium position. He also
dreams of making awesome
videos and clicking stunning pictures
and bringing new unique concepts to
the industry.
He feels that he has came a long way
in a short time since he started
mountainbiking about two and a half
years ago. Although he did not
have support before, he has
support now from friends
and family and also

Epic
Mountainbikes
who have been helping
him out with everything
he will do from now on. He is
super happy to be representing
and riding for team EPIC and also
hopes to do better things that the
mountainbike community appreciates.
He says that the only two things that
you need to move forward are your
will and self-motivation. If you have
these two qualities in you, you
can achieve anything you
want.
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